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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, I’m Marty Virgilio, the Deputy Executive Director for Materials, Waste, Research, State, Tribal, and Compliance Programs here at the NRC.  I would like to welcome you to this conference and hope to utilize this session to conduct an open discussion on the current economic environment and how it is impacting State support of NRC-related activities. 
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NRC relies on State support to:

• Ensure the safe use and security of 
nuclear materials

• Support environmental monitoring and 
emergency response efforts
– Nuclear power plants 
– Large materials licensees
– Radioactive source licensees
– Transporters of radioactive materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NRC recognizes that the current economic climate may be impacting State funded programs that are of importance to NRC and its mission - this slide highlights just some of the areas where the NRC relies on State support.  Most prominently, of course, is the Agreement State Program, by which states have applied for – and the NRC has granted – the authority for states to regulate certain categories of nuclear materials.  Currently, there are 36 "Agreement States" in the U.S. that exercise their licensing and enforcement actions for source material, reactor fission byproducts, and quantities of special nuclear material not sufficient to form a critical mass under the direction of their governors.  In the area of emergency response, the NRC regulates the emergency plans and preparedness efforts of licensees which require arrangements with State and local emergency response organizations in order to ensure that plans and procedures are in place that will protect the public health and safety.  The NRC also routinely solicits comments from the States on environmental documentation such as Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements.

You may recall several months ago that the NRC Regional State Liaison and Regional State Agreement Officers contacted you or your State’s Radiation Control Program Director to inquire about State budget cuts and their potential impacts.   Through our previous contact, we hoped to be in a position to predict, monitor, and identify where budget reductions may potentially impact safety and security-related functions. 
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Potential Areas of Open Discussion

• Current economic climate best practices

• Hiring freeze and salary limit implications

• Program, travel, and training impacts

• Use and effectiveness of teleconferences and 
web-conferencing

• Appropriate NRC actions to support the States

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the current budget crisis, we have seen impacts on hiring, travel and training.  Perhaps low salaries are complicating hiring in your State or hiring freezes are leaving vacancies open for extended periods.  At this point, I would like to open the floor to you.   I am particularly interested in any insights or anecdotes you can offer on best practices or efficiencies that can help the States deal with this economic environment as well as any ideas you may have on appropriate actions that we here at the NRC can undertake to assist you.

[After discussion]

Thank you for participating in this open discussion and sharing your views.  As these troubled economic times continue, we need your help to monitor the situation and provide us updates through the RSLOs and RSAOs as conditions change for the better or for the worse.   Enjoy the rest of the conference!
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